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United+Unique

What should be keeping you up at night?
That is what we bring to the table.

What is created on the edge of technology, markets, geographies and 

demographics strikes at the very heart of a business.



and

The next version of the 

will be more



XiaoIce
An AI social chatbot





Much more than a chatbot: China’s 
Xiaoice is built on empathetic 
computing which can recognise human 
feelings and state. 

AI Beings as a service

XiaoIce has signed deals with firms such as Huawei, Xiaomi, Oppo, Vivo, and Alibaba's 

TMall, and cooperations on autonomous driving with firms like Chinese electric vehicle 

company NIO, SAIC and Nissan

Build emotional connections

With an integration of both IQ, EQ, and personality, XiaoIce becomes a chatbot companion 

for users to chat with, thereby building strong emotional connections and relationships. It 

has over 500 million "friends" in China.

Building a social ecosystem through combining chatbot & AI

XiaoIce launched a sandbox system that allows users to participate in and build up their 

own social network or “island” and highly customize their own AI chatbot within the 

platform.

The global chatbot market

US$5.13
Billion
In 2022

23.3% 
per annum
7 years, CAGR 

China’s innovation revolutionized chatbots by 

designing the ability to forge emotional connections 

to satisfy the human need for communication, 

affection, and social belonging.

Artificial Intelligence

XiaoIce accounts for 
.

Source: Grandview Research

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/chatbot-market


The metaverse is a 

opportunity in Asia



The estimated economic 

impact of the metaverse 

to Asia's GDP by 2035 is

US$0.8-1.4 trillion per 

year, 1.3-2.4% of overall 

GDP.
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#1: Vietnam
#2: India

#3: Pakistan
Global crypto adoption 3

China, South Korea, and 

Japan have featured the 

metaverse in their economic plans

Singapore and India are setting 

up the regulatory guardrails for 
emerging technologies

1 United Nations ESCAP, Youth in Asia Pacific, 2012, p. 1.  
2 Statista, “Mobile gaming market in the Asia-Pacific region - statistics & facts”, 

accessed 19 September 2022.
3 Chainalysis, 2021 Geography of Cryptocurrency Report, 2021.

4 The Observatory of Economic Complexity (OEC) “Integrated Circuits.”, accessed 
August 25, 2022.

75%
Integrated circuits 
manufacturing 4

1.3bn Biggest
mobile player base 2

60% of the world’s 
youth (15 – 24) 1

https://www.unescap.org/sites/default/d8files/knowledge-products/Youth factsheet 20121112.pdf
https://www.statista.com/topics/9304/mobile-gaming-market-in-the-asia-pacific-region/#dossierKeyfigures
https://go.chainalysis.com/2021-geography-of-crypto.html
https://oec.world/en/profile/hs/integrated-circuits
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ETERN!TY
AI K-pop girl group making waves



ETERN!TY, an AI K-pop girl group 
exemplifies how South Korea 
synergises meta-human technologies 
and entertainment.

High engagement rates

The group’s music videos have had more than 10 million views combined. 

Companies have sought out the group to be advertisers for their brand.

Increase rate of debuting new groups

For the human stars working around the clock to train, perform and interact 

with their fans, having some avatar assistance in the virtual world could provide 

some relief. Able to create idols instead of scouting for them, and reduces 

training time.

Overcomes physical limitations

Eliminates risks for overstressed and pressurised human idols to keep up with 

ever-changing demands.

The digital human and avatar market

US$530
Billion
By 2030

46.4% 
per annum
Up to 2030, CAGR 

The global popularity of K-Wave has led to South 

Korea’s dominance in the entertainment and media 

industry.

Metaverse
Artificial 
Intelligence

ETERN!TY is the
.

Source: Emergen Research

https://www.emergenresearch.com/industry-report/digital-human-avatar-market


Dreamers

Social and 

Moral Beings

StorytellersPhysical Beings

WHAT DOES IT 
MEAN TO BE 
HUMAN?



Dreamers

StorytellersPhysical Beings

HUMANS AS 
DREAMERS

Social and 

Moral Beings

In each human lies a dreamer, 
thinking beyond the status quo, 
with a desire to create new 
things. In many ways, the next 
internet is primed for dreamers. 



The next internet provides new tools to dream and 
create possibilities

Artist Sean Aaberg using Midjourney to 
create art after a stroke



But yet, an overfocus on its utility could supplant 
meaning





Dreamers

Storytellers

Social and Moral 

Beings

Physical Beings

HUMANS AS 
STORYTELLERS
As an art form, storytelling is as old 
as mankind, and can be found 
across almost all cultures. More 
than an art form, stories are internal 
narratives that help us both make 
sense of the chaotic world and 
relate to one another. 



Our mediums for storytelling are changing



Within new mediums, what kind of stories are getting 
told and how are they enabled by business models? 





Dreamers

Storytellers

Social and Moral 

Beings

Physical Beings
Humans are social beings –
biologically hardwired for 
interpersonal connections. To be 
able to relate to one another, 
humans rely on shared beliefs, 
values, customs, and behaviours. 

HUMANS AS 
SOCIAL AND 
MORAL BEINGS



ETERN!TY
AI K-pop girl group making waves



XiaoIce
An AI social chatbot
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Storytellers
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HUMANS AS 
PHYSICAL BEINGS
Will our virtual selves be an 
extension of our physical selves, or 
will the internet be a form of escape 
from the physical world? 

As more of our lives are spent 
online, our relationship with our 
physical environments and our 
relationship with our physical 
bodies will evolve. 



NUHS Holomedicine
Using mixed reality technology to enhance patient care





The use of technology will augment the way we interact 
with our physical bodies. 



How will our relationship with our physical 
environments evolve in a more phygital future?





Dreamers

Social and 

Moral Beings

StorytellersPhysical Beings

WHAT DOES IT MEAN 
TO BE HUMAN IN A 

DIGITAL WORLD?



While the metaverse is inevitable, 
a human-centered metaverse
is not.

How do we create a 
metaverse for all?



The future is 
already here.

What will you do?
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